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We·ss Sets Priorities

On Monday, September 6,
President Nathan Weiss addressed a combined assembly
composed of administrative
staff, faculty, and numerous
student leaders on the
achievements, the state, and the
goals of Kean College.
These initial remarks ·sum u
the tone of the Presiden/
Report.
s
As we enter the new academic
year, it is appropriate to review
achievements of the past year,
address the major issues facing
the College and consider goals
for the near future.
I believe that 1977-1978 was a
year in w hich we began to realize
the results of several years of effort to transform Kean to the
mul ti- purpose Co llege of today.
The College now reflects the
strengths of the facu lty and has
achieved the status o f an
institution of higher edu~ation
. - __- which serves well a d iverse
student population.
Ph oto
Daniel T. Pyle
p ·d
The issues currently faced by
res, ent Weiss reading a proposal to build the fiscal capacity of New the College are different from
non-profit institutions a few days after he gave his President's those of the expansion era of the
·sixties and early seventies. Our

by

efforts now must f
development of fl - ~~~s on
will enable the insatiti~1 I ity tha~
tinue to res ond to t~1on to con
its publi~ aod eonneedshof
achievement f
II
t _e
every progra:: 0 ~:~:de~ce ~n
College
Y t e
·
The President went on to
praise the achievements in a
number of areas. In the area of
instruction and research he
cited; the Kean Instructional
Team, intramural faculty research, and the Career Deve lopment Program. New acade m ic
programs were mentio ned; the
Master of Arts in Li beral Studies
Athletic Training, an d Judai~
Studies are just a few.
Also men tioned were the
recent accomplishments in the
areas of Administration Public
Service and Grants, Stud~ nt Services, namely; the Students Assisti ~g You (SAY) Program, and
Capita l Expenditures.
Th e President maintained
th
d
of
speech, o,n
commitment t ,
e II College s
bility. He als::
d me~ ~~af

in

cu~t:~;nis:'ua:: :~e

::;4J::.

~t;o

· · ·
which 1s in concurrence with the
Chancellors th_at future funding
resour~es are likely to be scarce.
TheM1ddleStatesEvaluat ionwas
portr.ayed an invaluable oppor~unity !~r th~ coll_ege to reassess
1t_s posItIon in this changed society. Dr. Weiss also pledged
support to_the several gover~anc~ contributors on campus, in
particular; the Faculty Senate .
and the Student Government
Organizations. He cited that
plannin~ for the upcoming
decade Is a priority in itself that is
given further impetus by the
Chan cellor's "Call. " Other mention was given to the value of
non-traditional students and the
College's continued commitment to Affirmative Action in
both employment and Admissi ons.
_Many goals were mentioned;
to ex pand programs res ponsive
to student demand, review the
Gen eral Ed ucation Program , increas~ student recruitment, increase Capital Improvements,
and many others. For a complete
c~pr of t_he address see the Ad min1stra_t1ve Report, Presidents
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ATTENDANCE POLICY DELINEATE{>'
by A.M . Forrester

"'.'any professor_
s have started

their classes off this fall semester
by citing the att~ndance policy.
The_college has, m the past, had
optional class attendance, but
now with the new rules, it requires attendance for all Freshman. Attendance is also mandatory for all students in laboratory
classes, studios, seminars, and in
certain specified courses, such as
1000 level in English and
1000/ 2000 level in Foreign
Languages.
This
attendance
policy was written and prepared
for the fall 1977 semester, but it
has taken close to a year for the
policy to take effect.
Under the class attendance
policy in the teachers handbook,
1978-79, it is stated , " This new
policy more accurately reflects
what has always been the considered opinion and the experience of the faculty. Educa-

tIon is an activity of high seriousness that requires a commitment and dedication from all
faculty and students alike. A
Professor has an obligation to
stu8obligation to both the professor
and to each other. The central
device of education is the class
and obligations cannot be satisfactorilly fulfilled short of regular
attendance."
" A grade must be based on the
quality of the students participation and performance in every
aspect of the course. The requirements of the course must
be stated by the professor in
writing at the onset.
This statement is also a
provision of the new attendance
policy. All instructors will so try
to structure and teach their
courses that students will recognize the need for regular class
attendance and the opportuni-

ties that re ul r
fords. "
g a attendance afTh
.
atten~:;:~t
of/~f ne~
p
y is as o ows.

:,f;~dr,:ig

WKCU, Kean College's radio
station has filed an application
with the F.C.C. for an FM license.
If approved, the license would
be for a 10 watt educational
station. " Our application was
submitted in June, just prior to
the F.C.C. meeting in which they
froze the acceptance of 10 watt
educational requests," stated
Bob Wade, General Mgr.
The 10 watt station would have
a range of about five to seven
miles, serving much of the Kean
College community. "We are
looking forward to community
as well as collegiate input. We
shall serve the entire community," continued Bob Wade.
WKCU is already gearing up for
its community role. They have
already introduced classical and
country music in their current
format. Also they've added a
special one hour " News and
Sports Roundup" into their programming. These specials were
added to WKCU's existing lineup
of special programming including " News and Views," a

one hour program covering
current issues and newsmakers,
and " Spotlite On,'; focusing on
an artist or album, national or
local.
" An FM station on campus
allows for an even wider range of
extra-curricular and scholastic
involveme,nt," said Bob Wade.
Keith Stone, News Director of
WKCU explained " In its drive
towards the future WKCU news
will, provide more air time for
local community news to service
the surrounding community."
Stone also sees an expansion of
college related news, " Not only
what happens will be reported
but also the how and why of it. "
At the First Annual WKCU
Awards Dinner, held last May,
College President, Dr. Nathan
Weiss pledged his full support
for going FM. " Several programs
are being researched at this
point for the FM station, including the offering of college
credit in an intern situation."
Wade said " This could benefit
the schools Media program by
strengthening its broadcasting

course in the beginnin of the
term
·
g
5. -When, in the opinion of the
instructor a st udent'
.
,
. s excessive
,
,
possible, will notify the student.
It is the student's responsibility
to arrange a meeting with the
instructor to review the situation .

2. Sophomores, juniors and ma ing up wor m sse
seniorsareencouragedtoattend of absence.
classes and to meet their re4. The instructor can use the
sponsibilities according to the quality of class participation in
written course req·uirements determining students' grades if
each of their instructors is obli- class participation has been
gated to provide at the begin- stated as a requirement of the
(Continued on page 6)
ning of the semester.
3. Attendance is mandatory
for all students in seminar,
laboratory, and studio courses;
Campus Community
Advisor
in 1000-level Engl ish classes; in
1000-2000 Foreign Language
you are. Any damage left
One of the best experiences a
courses and Composition and college student can have is living
unrecorded on the inspection
Conversation courses in Foreign on campus. In this article I will
sheet will be charged to you
Languages; and in all de- attempt to be of some service to
when you check out. Also make
velopmental courses. While the residents of the Kean College
sure that damages t hat occur
attendance per se cannot be Residence Halls.
because of natural wear are
used as a criterion for academic
reported to your R.A. A prime
The opinions expressed in
evaluation
of
sophomores, · these articles are purely my own,
example would be shredded
and the result of many years of draperies caused by the sun's
rays and loose wall molding.
residency. I sincerely hope that
Don..'t get charged for somethmy experience and wisdom will
ing that has been caused by
be of some service. I will report
classes · with real radio ex- on both the good as well as tl:ie Mother Nature or poor building
perience."
bad points of dormitory living. materials. If you took the yellow
sheet too lightly, don't fret. You
The idea of becoming an FM (Hence the pseudonym) .
station is not a new one. It dates
The most important piece of can still call up your R.A. and do
advice I can give is what I call it over.
all the way back to when WKCU
"watching your own ass." When
first started as WNSC. The idea
As long as we are on the subyou check into your room and
first saw some hope in February
ject of damages, any damages
you are done unpacking and
of 1978 when Jim Kaus, then
that occur on your individual
Business Manager of WKCU, bullshitting with your new or old floors · are charged to all the
retained a New York radio deroom-mates there are a few residents of the floor unless the
velopment company to research - things you can do now that will
destructive culprit is found. If
the FM frequency availability. save you aggravation and money you happen to see someone
later on. After you have checked
The research proved fruitful and
punching out a window or stealin, your Resident Assistant will ing exit signs do yourself and
WKCU began the license process
with the formation of a FM Feasihave a yellow inspection sheet everyone else a favor, tell on
bility Committee made up• of
for each apartment. This sheet him, that's right, squeal like a
members of the WKCU Exshould not be taken lightly. Ex- stuck pigl I always believed that
ecutive Board and staff. During
amine it carefully to make sure one should not have to pay for
this time span the current WKCU
all damages in your apartment anothers barbaric behavior. This
Executive Board took office and
have been recorded, no matter may seem less than cricket but
continued the process. Finally, in
how trivial these damages we are all adults and we should
May, all the paper work was
appear to be. You would be sur- pay for our own mistakes. Amen.
prised to find out how these
completed and the application
After re-reading this articte it
damage fees mount up because
was mailed in. " As soon as the
of chipped toilet seats, and ciga- appears to be quite negative.
F.C.C. announces it's decision on
rette burns that have gone un- Don't get me wrong - I think
our FM request, the students will
noticed during the first inspec- Kean College has, one of the
be notified," remarked Bob
tion. Make sure your R.A. has better residence halls in the
Wade.
listed all damages. Unfortu- state, but as with all large
Any student interested in joinnately not all R.A.s are con- bureaucracies it has it's
ing WKCU is invited to stop by
sciencious enough to make a problems. More on this next
the station, located on the third
thorough inspection, make sure time.
floor of Dougall Hall.

WKCU Files Application
by Al Schaefer

• •
Juniors and _sen iors in other
courses, the instructor has the
pr_erogative to assign a grade for
m issed work, to cou nt or d is-

The Homesteader
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Boat Sinks in Grief

Man Dies, Boat Sinks
by Joseph Williams

,e Office of Veterans Affairs
,\) welcomes all new and
ming students to Kean
ege for 'the fall semester. The
,, located in the Kean buildwill be open for veterans' in1ation from 9 a.m. to 7:30
Monday through Thursday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m . on Friday.
ltael Driscoll, Veterans Adis tration Representative on
Ipus (VROC), and Steve
ce, Coordinator of Veterans
irs for Kean College, enrage all veterans who are
riding school, but have not
filed for ·their educational
efits, to do so immediately.

lso veterans who have
riged their address should
fy the OVA immediately if

they haven 't a'lready done so.
According to Mike Drisc-oll,
prompt notification of address
change can help prevent the
delay or loss of monthly checks.
Mr. Vence once again rem.inds
veterans that the OVA must be
advised of any change in credit
load, especially changes in enrollment status (12 credits to 9
credits is a change in status from
full-time to three-quarter time).
It is not sµfficient to notify the
College Records Department,
the OVA must be notified.
failure to do so could result in
the owing of the money retroactive to the beginning of the
semester.
Mr. Driscoll, on campus Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, also
reminds all veterans that GI

monthly checks . should be
received at the end of the month
instead of the beginning. If you
have requested an Advance
Payment for the Fall semester
your check should have arrived
(or will be coming within the
next few days). Otherwise all initial checks for the Fall semester
should be received in mid or late
October for the month of
September.
All
subsequent
checks should be received at the
proper time, that is October
checks received on or about the
beginning of November, etc.
The veteran tuition credit
program (better known as the
N.J. State GI Bill) has not been
funded for this Fall and Spring
semesters. It is hard to say if it wi II
be funded but if it is we will
notify all Kean veterans.

AP- Songs have paid homage
homage to both lovers and dogs
who refused to go on after the
loss of a loved one. John foli
didn 't have any dogs or children
to mourn him . He had a boat,
tied up alongside Navy Pier in
Chicago.
foli was 76 when he d ied in his
sleep Monday night. His old
wooden boat, the " Lincoln," was
at least 50 when it sank the very
next day. The old man and his
boat had been -around so long,
his friends said, that it was fitting
that when one went, so did the
other.
A charter boat captain, Sam
Romanon, says, " It's kind of
scary, almost like a dog or
something."
foli made his living as a fisherman. And when commercial
fishing in the city wasn 't bounti-

ful enough to support him and
the Lincoln, he took to guiding
· amateur fishermen around the
lake.
The old houseboat-li ke craft
orice belonged to the Army
Corps of Engineers. But after foli
purchased it, the Lincoln took on
a livelier personality. He kept it
painted bright yellow and red
with a black hull.
foli and the Lincoln were fixtures around Navy Pier. And the
boat, filled with eager fishermen, could be spied putting out
most mornings by 5:30.
Though the Lincoln measured
up to its colors this summer, foli
wasn't feeling as well. His em. physema was getting worse.
No one was close to the boat
when it sank and no one knows
how it happened. But a friend,
George Kozel, says he knew if
was bound to happen.
Kozel says, "As soon as I heard
he was dead, I said, 'the boat'II go
next. "
A day later, it did.
mining officials point out that,
until ten years ago, gold was officially pegged at 35 dollars an
ounce. They say mining was not
New memben needed for
so profitable.
yearbook
staff - Sept. 19
Now it costs 210 dollars for an
free
hour
CC120
ounce of the precious metal
which - in the darkness of the
mines - can 't even be seen.

BLACK AND WHITE - AND GOLD

P-While telephones ring in
riajor cities with speculators
~ing the price of gold to
,rd highs, black miners in
th Africa crawl below the
h to wrench the gold away
n the rocks.

,e sweat that soaks their
ies and clothes gives a hint of
' the metal is so precious .

miner begins his day in a

I cage, hurtling downward at
rly 40 miles an hour. It takes

ostan hour ofstops and starts
>re he reaches the bottom. At
;tern Deep Levels Mine, the
Id's deepest, the bottom is
·e than two miles down -13
,sand feet.
nere they crawl through a
t.e ot tunne\s \itt\e more than
ln:r"l'I'~ , ro t•lce their turns
1 jackhammers against the
~ rock.
,e air is filled with dust, and
temperature of the ··rock is
degrees. A refrigeration
em brings it down to 90
rees, with humidity at 95
:ent.
ine out of ten of the people
,e mine are black. And here,
the surface of South Africa,
hite minority rules. Whites
rvise groups of mining

teams, while blacks have the
lowest jobs.
One miner, a 35-year-old
black man from neighboring
Botswana, says he likes it in the
mines " because of the money."
He gets eleven dollars for an
eight-hour shift. And he works
eleven such shifts every 14 days.
His pay is relatively high
because he's a team leader also called ,a " boss boy." He
oversees one team of drillers and
explosives workers. While a
driller gets about 130 dollars a
month, the team leader' says he
averages nearly twice that.
A white supervisor earns from
800-to-one-thousand dollars.
The team leader is one of some
378-thousand blacks who
descend

Into

South

Africa's

mines each day. He clambers
through the dark, jagged tunnels
to make sure the drillers keep
working. They half-sit and half
recline on a bed of crushed rock,
and drill with bone-jarring noise
into the wall . Their bodies are
wet with sweat and the spray of
the water-cooled jackhammers.
Statistics say that each year, for
every five-thousand . miners,
seven die in the mine.
Each day, at 5 p.m ., the mi•ne is

shaken by a series of sharp explosions, in hundreds of drilled
holes. It takes about four hours
for the dust to settle and the rock
to stop falling. Then, the night
crews descend to funnel the
blasted rock into ore cars.
Above the ground, all of the
miners' needs - from laundry to
medical care - are taken care of
free. They live in Hostels and get
a fortified diet of over fourthousand calories a day - more
than twice the needs of an
average person.
The blacks generally leave at
the end of their six-month contracts and go to their native
towns and villages. They come
back to the mine when they
need money.

·-----~-------------------------

FREE MUG OF BEER
( with ad - week of
September 11th-17th)

All miners, black and white,

get a monthly bonus based on
how many yards of rock they drill
and blast. But, for the most part,
the whites get far better Jreatment. Unions P,rotect their rights
and privileges. By law, blacks
<;:annot form unions or integrate
white unions.

I.

I

1

Critics of the migrant system
say it serves business by keeping
wages low. four years ago,
miners got only about one-third
of what they make today . But

Come Party At The
New
OLD BAILEY'S PUB

NOW YOUR .RIGHTS -.
to professional reputation or opportunity, etc. In extreme cases,
where bad faith has been
proved, dama.ges going well
beyond actual injury (so-called
punitive damages) may also be
awarded. Oc<;asionally,. a court
may di,:ect the agency to remove
from the files any reference to
the matter, in order to protect
th_
e employee's qr applicant's
reputation and future employment opportunities. But the '
basic remedy is to get (or get
back) the job in question , an~
this is the relief most commonly
decreed.

,,..

. ,t

11:/ · Broad Street

Elizabeth
353-9154

time with a box lunch available
on campus. Our post-luncheon
speaker will be a representative
from the " Childrens Television .
Workshop" of Sesame Street and
The Electric Company fame .
.Book Exhibits will be on dis-.. ·1 .
pljiy continuously from 10 A.M. I'
to· 2 P.M. in Downs Hall. ,,
I
point of college credit is I
available for participatioO: io the . I .
conference on both the I ·
graduate ad
undergraduate I
level. for credit, students · must I.
attend the conference and com- I •
plete four written assignments as I

=
one

~:llc~::if~l~!~r~:.nd paying for

• •

- ....

Fall Reac/ing Conference·

en

'II
I
I

',.

e lo/lowing material is ex- the internal procedures have
ed from an Amer ican Civil been exhausted. Dismissal on
ies Union Handbook, The other grounds may require the
s of Government Em- aid of a voluntary organization,
s, by Robert O'Neill.
or an attorney, or both.
Q . What relief is available to a
hat should a public emwronged
applicant or · emdo ·- if dismissed for a
ployee?
ingly improper reason?
A. ThE; most obviou~ r~medy
iThe status of the public em-who-loses his or h.e r job is • fpr a w ~ongf~I 91!11)al ?/ " e,n 7
what different from that of ployment or a w~011gful d,~!Tlissal
unsuccessful
applicant. is to order the agency to hire (or
times there will be an es- rehire) the aggrieved person:
hed grievance procedure, Courts may also orde·r the
should be followed first. payment of money damages to a
swill usually refuse to con- person who has been wronged,
a lawsuit if the discharged through loss of earnings, injury
yee failed to pursue any
ies - available within" the
- even if the agency
The Communications Science
ure •·appears •cumber1
unfair, or tirn~ c..on- Department's Fall Reading Cong. Sometimes the matter ference will be held on Saturday,
resolved thrqugh .th_e October 14 in the Wilkins
ce channel, espesjajly if it Theatre for the Performing Arts.
e result of a mistake or The Keynote Speaker for the all
erstanding. If an internal day Conference will be · Di.
does not bring satisfac- Dorothy Stricklin, president of
he. employee may then the LR.A. (International Reading
utside recourse in much Association) , and a Kean College
e way as the rejected ap- Professor in the Early Childhood
. Where the discharge in- Department.
Dr. Stricklin 's presentation will
• discriminati on s of race, religion , sex, be followed by two workshop
r national origtrj, , {~ nd sessions during which parties physical handicap), cipants can select from 12
loyee may seek external different sections at each hour. A
irative review assoon a·s lunch break is provided at l fiis

I

Good Atmosphere Good Food
Good Grog

Good Times

I __ .. _ __,. _-------------------
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The Seventies Catch Up to The ,NSA
By Bill Sonn
BOULDER, COLO. (CPS)
Every once in a while, time catches up to the National Student
Association.
NSA , the
Washington ,
D.C.-based
organization that calls itself the
representative of the American
student body, has periodically
suffered major internal disruptions that reflect issues and
attitudes emerging on campus.
In the mid-sixties, some
members tried to move NSA into
more anti-war and civil rights activism. In 1971 , some wanted it to
spend more time lobbying in
Congress on those issues. And in
those cases, the dissidents lost.
Sometimes they left to form their
own organizations. Thus were
Students for a Democratic
Society, the Student Non-violent
Coordinating
Committee,
Young
Americans
for
Freedom,and the National
Student Lobby born.
Something similar happened
at the 1978 NSA convention in
Boulder. Even as NSA and the
National Student Lobby voted, in
the spirit of unity, to merge into
something called the United
States Student Association (USSA), upheaval touched virtually
every floor vote.
The disruption seemed to
reflect not only the emerging
wer of schools in the Sun Belt

states, but the apparently growing conse r vatism of the
American student body.
Specifically the dissidents who called themselves the
Reform Caucus at the convention - protested the USSA, and
NSA and NSL before it, had:
+emphasized " social issues"
like affirmative action, abortion
rights, and the J.P. Stevens
boycott at the expense of
" educational issues" like financial aid and the nature of the
proposed U.S . Dept. of
Education .
+not accurately represented
student opinion because the majority of the board of directors·
was appointed, not elected by
the convention .
+not accurately represented
stu,dent
opinion
because
wealthy schools could afford to
send more delegates to conventions than some larger, but .
poorer, schools.
The Reform Caucus was soundly defeated on all those points.
But the defeats, ceded floor cochair Chip Berlet, might have
had more to do with caucus
members inability to master
convention procedures than
with actual voting strength.
"How worthwhllel"
The reformers, significantly
enough, drew most of their support from Sun Belt States like

Restaurant
and
Cocktail Lounge
J..t

¼

Mile .

Off C,1mpus

1131 MAGIE AVENUE, UNION,NEW JERSEY
Over 45 Unusual Sandwiches In the Offering
Sandwiches Served Continuously

Priced from '1,40 to $4.95
DINNER AT BEGGARS' BANQUET
From $4.95 up

ENTERTAINMENT
SATURDAY THRU THURSDAY
featuring
Sat.-TO BE ANNOUNCED
Sun.-BRENT PEDERSON
Mon.-PAT BARTON
Tues.-VIC BENGAL
Wed.-MIKE BARTON
Thurs.-Q.M. DISGUISE

fflE BEGGAR'S "PICK OUR POCKET"
SPECIALS

Mon .. 4 LOBSTER TAILS $6.95
Tues.-1 lb.LOBSTER & ½ Doz.STEAMERS $6.95
Wec:1.-FRE.SH FISH $3.95
Thurs.-S1 OFF ANY SEAFOOD DINNER

Fri.-FISHERMAN'S DELIGHT S7.50
Fishermen's Delight Includes Clem' Chowder, Shrimp In the
Ruff, ½ Dozen Steamers, Broiled Scallops, Stuffed Flounder.
crab Cake & Lobster Tells.

Sat.-PRIME RIBS S5.95

got an organization position
paper on the Bakke case. " Here
they were opposing Bakke, and
telling congressmen they were
speaking for me. Hell, they never
even asked me."
The decision to oppose Allan ..
Bakke's admission to medical
school, it turns out, was made by
the board. But the board, says
Hensarling, isn 't representative
of USSA members. About 40
percent are appointed as "atlarge members," usually chosen
from headqua'rters staff. Another
20 percent are also appointed,
and represent various special
interest groups like the Third
World Caucus and the Women's
Caucus.. The remaining 40'
percent of the board members
are elected at the conventions. ·
And that's the way it will stay
for at least another year. Frank
Jackalone, formerly executive
director of the National Student
Lobby, handily defeated Tom
Duffy - who had the reformers'
support - for USSA national
chair.
Jackalone plans no major
policy changes. In a pre-election
interview, he said his election
would " preny much confirm
that people approve of the
balance we keep between •
educational and social issues."
The powerful USSA executive
board, which directs daily activities at Washington headquarters, was also filled with
people who, like Jac~alone, had
previously directed NSA and
NSL.

Tips for Renting Off CampusSome of the following tips are the tenant.
reasonable amount of time for
excerpted from Truth In Rentlns,
(d.) A landlord is required by
the landlord to make repairs or
a publication of the ~Ni;·_.J-.D~e-:p;.;t81. ..,o;..
f _,..1 ;;.r-"t.,,;;.w-..iiiii·• ·iiilllooic~le~aiiin~ n•d.,..~re~ la~c•e,m
. ~T..,h~e~ N•e~w~~-:--·c.,1n- ,..._ AffalM.·-.
I ~e~n.,,t~s'-J
tained by mailing so cents in other assorted vermin. (This is a
land or
a s to ta e action a
check payable to Treasurer, State State law and is enforced
tenant may have the repairs
of N.). to Bureau of Housing, through the Bureau of Housing
made and deduct the cost from
T
t
NJ
Inspection in the Department of
future rents. (If you try this make
2768
B
PO
. · . ox
. ' rer:i on,
· · Community Affairs.)
sure you can prove the landlord
06625
For those students looking for
(e.) Every unit or dwelling
acted wrongfully).
apartments, here are a few ideas space must contain facilities that
(g.) "Self-help" evictions; That
that may help.
will provide and _maintain heat at
is, entry into a dwelling unit and
· ·
removal of tenants without their
(a). Be f ore signing
any ~ ...
"' mperature of sixty eight
agreement with a landlord, go ~egrees Farenheit, from Ocperm1ss1on or without a
through the apartment with tober 1 to May 1. (This is enjudgment from a court, are not
them listing all damages, and forced on a municipal level by
permitted in New Jersey under
have them date and sign it.
the local board of health.)
any circumstances. A landlord or
(b). Don't tell the potential
(f .) A landlord promises at the
any other person who enters into
landlord you're a student if you beginning of a lease that the vital
or holds , an apartment or
can possibly avoid it. Students facilities needed to make the
property by force is guilty of
seem to be regarded as an dwelling unit livable are in good
unlawful entry and detainer.
unstable element as far as ability condition and the property will
A landlord has to go through
be maintained. When there are the court to evict a tenant, so the
to pay rent is concerned ·
tenant w·,11 have a chance to
.
t th
ent defects in the vital facilities a
(c). A ccor d mg O
e curr
I
defend himself against the aclaws, the security deposi_t cannot tenant must first notify the anexceed one and one half times dlord of the situation and allow a tion.
the rent. The landlord must
deposit the security in a bank or
savings and loan association in
surgery were volunteers whose
(CPS) - The scene may not
New Jersey, in an interest bearreal names have yet to be
have exactly coincided with the
ing account at current rates.
released. After recuperating
ones
in
the
movies,
but
music
A tenant must be notified in
from operations that made three
writing, of the name and address promoter Danny O'Day scurried
of them look like Morrison,
of the banking institution and nervously from hospital room to
Joplin, and Croce - two chose
amount of deposit within thirty hospital room on September 1.
Presley faces - they'll launch a
Sure
enough,
the
bandages
were
days after deposit is made. (This
is important since many lan- slowly removed from the faces of 41-performance musical tour
dlords seem to feel that posses- the five patients until they were through the southeast.
finally revealed: Elvis Presley, Jim
sion is nine tenths of the law.)
O'Day calls the resulting show
If a tenant doesn't receive Morrison, Janis Joplin, and Jim
"Rock and Roll Heaven;'' billing
notice of deposit the tenant can Croce.
Well, sort of. In fact the people it as "a non-stop review of
elect to have the security deposit
who'd
just undergone plastic people's deceased heroes."
plus interest applied to rent
payments. A tenant intending to
use this self enforcing measure
must give written notice to a lanPROPOSED CALENDAR OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETINGS
dlord that the security money
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-1979
Sept. 18, 1978
March 1 9, 1979
plus interest accrued should be
Oct. 16, 1978
April 16, 1979•
applied to rent payments due or
· November 13, 1978
May 21, 1979
to become due from the tenant.
Dec. 4. 1978
June 18, 1979
After giving this notice a tenant
February 19, 1979
July 1_6, 1979
does not have an obligation to
*The November 13, 1978 and April 16, 1979 Board Meetings have
make another security deposit
been arranged so that the public session begins at 8 :00 p.m.
during the term of the lease.
The public meetings will be held in Downs Hall whic~ is located on
A landlord may keep one
the College campus. The meetings are scheduled tobeginat4:_30p.m .
percent of the security deposit
with the exception of the two meetings noted above. There will be no
public meeting of the Board of Trustees on January 15, 1979.
for administrative expenses. The
balance of the security deposit
plus interest ae:crued belongs to

Introducing: The Clones

--------------------------,·

SALAD BAR INCLUDED
WITH ALL ABOVE ITEMS:
Our Famous Soupe, Shrimp
In The Ruff & Lota of Salads.

....

OPEN 7 DAYS

a hollow victory . " I've still got a
California , Arizona , New Mexlot of problems with " the comico, Texas, Louisiana, and North
prom ise. California , he said after
Carolina . True to pattern, they
the convent ion , might secede
left the convention grumbling
anyway. Perhaps with an eye
about seceding from USSA and
toward
forming a new
starting a new and different
organization, he wr.ote a postorganization.
convention letter to the
. Among
the
moderate
reformers thanking them for
reformers was Mike Blackstone,
their support.
who was eventually elected to
Other reformers are moving
the USSA board from the Univerfaster. Southeastern Conference
sity of Alabama. After the
convention, he told Alabama 's student body presidents, for example, will meet in Athens, Ga.,
Crimson & White that " right now
on October 14th to discuss what
I just don't know how worto do about membership in NSA.
thwhile belonging to (USSA) is."
More of the Sitme
Jeb Hensarling of Texas A&M
Jeb Hensarling of Texas A&M
and Bob Richey of Louisiana
insisted that " this isn't an
State said they were definitely
taking their · schools out of the . ideological split. It's about what
kind of organization this is going
oganization.
The
Colorado
to be. " Yet Hensarling's own
delegation left even before the
complaints about USSA's fiscal
final gavel, saying it would not
management, and the reformers
tolerate a proposed USSA invesoppositon to spending funds in
tigation into its affirmative action
pursuit of "social issues" led
policies.
many to perceive the reformers
Peter Young, president of Asas a wholly conservative force.
sociated Students at Cal State•
Individually, the reformers
Sacramento, had been emdidn't seem ideologically united.
powered to take all California
Hensarling, for one, describes
state schools out of USSA if the
himself as a " Ford Republican,"
·organization didn't approve
while LSU ' s Richey is a
proxy voting. Proxy voting
Reaganite.
would , Young figured , give his
Their unity instead was
state system a full convention
founded on a conservative view
floor voice without spending the
of organizational issues. They
hundreds of dollars necessary to
generally agreed
that the
• bring an entire California
organization was being distorted
delegation to a convention.
by its emphasis on social issues.
Young, alone among the
They also objected to the ways
reformers, actually won a comthe group arrived at positions on
promise on the issue. USSA still
social issues.
prohibits proxy voting, but will
In a typical case, LSU's Richey
henceforth give California votes
recalled he "saw red when he
extra weight. Yet Young saw it as

352-9226
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EDITORIAL
The -Op-Ed by Dr. Suresh A. Desai, who chairs the Economic
Department at Montclair State College is an approach to the
Chancellor's "Call" that postulates an opposite course of approach to the sam·e end. Desai sees the major problem, not as
Hollander does of too little coordinated compartmentalization, but ·too many restraints on program creativity.

******
r
The Student Council met last Friday night and you might have
been wondering where the twenty inches of prime news space.
with accompany-ing photos are. Well, after sitting through a
meeting where a sergeant-at-arms was appointed and then continually disturbed the peace, where council members went
around irresponsibly, and in most cases, unconstitutionally excusing each others unexcused absences and latenesses and
where no semblence of parliamentary procedure could be
maintained even after· a parliamentarian was appointed at the
meeting. After all this non-news, it was decided not to print
what was, in effect, no story. There is too much that goes uncovered for \ack of space and staff to guarantee coverage to a
body that doesn't even take itself seriously.

-Sorry, But ...
Dear Editor,
The yearbook staff of the 77-78 schoolyear would like to welcome
you back to school and explain to you what is happening with the .
1978 yearbook , namely; due to many problems which arose last year
and over the summer there will be a delay in the distribution of the
yearbook .
,
The yearbook staff had many problems which caused delays and
setbacks in the mak ing of the 1978 yearbook. Our major problem was
one which yiou all have heard over and over, it is, of course, apathy. ·
The small .staff with which we started last year slowly dwindled to
nothing. To make a yearbook it takes many hours and mnay people to
cover and complete the necessary functions and work. The few of us
that all the work fell upon have the same responsibilities to school
and our jobs as you do and without help we were forced to take extra
time to complete the yearbook. We are just as anxious as you are to
get the 1978 yearbook out to all of us. We apologise for the delay and
ask for your patience.
We hope to have your yearbooks by the end of October. Again we
apologize for the delay and ask for your patience.
Thank You,
The Memoribilia Staff

ln_troducing.

• •

The Editor
The Independent
An open letter to the College community :
The Cooperative of Kean College is proud to announce that a
revitalized and renovated KC's Pub will be opening soon. Muchneeded and lon~-awi!ited renovations are making your pub a place
of which we all snould be proud.
This extensive work, however, has caused the opening date of the
new KC's Pub to be delayed. We share your disappointment and
apologize for this unavoidable inconvenience while giving our
sincere best wishes for successful and enjoyable years for faculty,
students, and staff. And we hope KC's will be a part of your success.
Sincerely,
Garry H. Gutches
,,.
Pub Manager

The Elite Society?
Dear Editor,

After a careful analysis of the current extracurricular activities available to students, we have decided to try and better the situation

******

· independenl
On May 1st, the Academic Standards Committee proposed a
policy to the Faculty Senate. It has since been approved by the
Faculty Senate and the President. It is called Standards for
Written Work.
Since this is a major addition tb our academic standards, we
felt that any changes in the policy since it left committee should
be carefully scrutinized.
Immediately, several major additions and deletions became
evident which may prompt a jojnt session of the Graduate,
Evening, and Full-time Student Organizations to request that
the entire policy be referred back to committee.
For example, what possible justification can be accepted for
the removal of the hyphen between widely-spaced in the final
copy of #1 section a? Moreover, in the same #1 section a, the
clause starting with no (they also capitalized the N) is underlined in one continuous line instead of having each word
underlined individually as in the original, why?
In the next section, 1-b, a major change in meaning is evinced
with the addition of the words, "no onionskin will be
accepted."
All the above will quickly be forgotten in anger when this last
change is announced. What was originally intended as a listing;
section, assignment number-with the comma has been
changed to read; section assignment number-witn no comma!
I strongly urge all students to reject this tainted document
rom its numbered pages at top (from two on up), to its 1 inch
margin on the bottom , and its 1½ inch margin at t he left, and its
olank reverse side. Throw it all out!

The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opi nion of the college or of Student
Organization.
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OP-Eb
somewhat.
Most students we surveyed felt that there was a definite lacking in
the areas of dance, drama and fashion arts. And, in recognising this
sit~ation we are currently attempting to found an organization in
which to pursue these various arts in an educational and relaxed atmosphere.
This organization will be drawing from the talents of the entire
multiracial campus community and will seek to better racial understanding through observing and participating • in other's ethnic
heritages and traditions.
In seeking various talented artists from the N.Y.C. metropolitan
area to teach , we hope to utilize some of the best talent in the world.
Because, lets face it, if it's new in N.Y.C. it won't get around to the rest
of the country till early next yea_r or maybe never.
So for those inclined to be involved in new and innovative
programs and progressive movements this might definitely be for
you .
I terested7 Stay tuned to Elite Society events af'\d upcoming
programs. If really interested, contact;
Aaron De Kar Lawson, Rm . 301
Jimi Bell, Third World Office

Another Fine Mess
Dear Editor,
Well here's another fine mess Kean College has gotten me into.
Who had the bright idea to remove all the comfortable chairs from
the library? I drive 100 miles a day to get here, and thanks to rescheduling, I have two days that start at 8:00and end at 4:15 with four
free hours in between. I don't mind resting or sleeping in the car, I
only have to get used to the excessive heat and/or cold. Though I'll
never get used to the seven or eight ca~s zooming in, looking for that
nonexistent parking space. Oh well, c'est la querre.
Joan Schlegel

I feel very disappointed in having to write this op-ed. As a Hispanic
student leader in the past I have worked closely with the Independent.
The Hispanic students have in the past found a friend and supporter in
the pages of the Indy. I was very shocked to read a racial attack in the Greg
Gomes interview on the front page of the paper which claims to speak for
all students but that was not the end of the problem. The acting editor and
chief Robert Siniakin after personally receiving my complaint decided to
further · insult the Hispanic students by reprinting the article for the
Freshman edition. What a nice introduction for Hispanic freshmen and
freshmen students as a whole. Welcome students, racism is our goal.
I can remember not very long ago when an article appeared in Expressions attacking his ethnic group how Mr. Siniakin felt so insulted and outraged that Expressions could print this. But it is quite alright for him to reprint, mind you, reprint an article insulting the hispanic students. Now I ask
the ,ndependent are you by any chance using the paper to voice the antihispanic feelings.
To the Independent nothing short of an official apology by ex-acting
editor and chief to the persons of Joe Ginarte and myself and, to the Hispanic students as a group can be acceptable, and in the future remember
the rights of equal time.
Agustin Garcia

*****

They Don't Need Bums
Dear Editor,
Without presenting the usual introductory bum data, I shall come
directly to the point. S.C.A.T.E., The Student Committee for Advancement Through E.ducation is seeking new inembers for the purpose of community service.
S.C.A.T.E. members spare a few hours a week to assist helping
agencies .in the Union area. A few of these agencies are:
Janet Memorial Home for Girls
Union County Division of Aging
Social Setting Detox Center
Boy Scout Council
School #1 , Elizabeth etc.
S.C.A.T.E. also has a special events program. Last year, members
held several parties for agencies and took kids to a baseball game, a
Broadway play, roller skating, etc. Another great event of the year
wa s the C.E.C. (the Council for Exceptional Children ) Dance
M arathon for Retarded Ci tizens w hich S.C.A .T.E. ass isted .
Another side of S.C.A.T.E. is its work with the aged , the chro ni c
alco holic and juvenile offenders. S.C. A. T.E . members play an acti ve
roll in co unseling, tutor+ng, listeni ng, caring, working, playing ...
anything that can hel p.
S.C.A.T.E. mem bers are special people beca use they give of
the mselves unselfishly, asking on ly fo r the simple self satisfaction that
goes alo ng with helping another human being. There is no ro om fo r
petty invo lvement. There are no great social o r fin an cial gains; just
plenty of simple rewa rdsirom helping other.
If you have wh at it takes, we need you . Stop by our offi ce in the
Co llege Center (CC-1 22) and fill o ut an application or call 351-2050.
Jon Weiss
Director

I used to be something. They all said I was the best. Then I
started with this stuff. I could handle it. Just a little to get
me to work, a little to get me home. Pretty soon,·1 was at it
morning, noon and night. Franc left. Then Mark. Mr.
Pound and Mr. Yen - they all said it: I was no good,
worthless . . . But I'll be back, just as good as ever . . .
One more, barkeep, and put it on my tab . . .

2 ..

The following is an excerpt of a response to The Call by the Board of
Higher Education for the Preparation of the 1980 N.J. Higher Education for
the Preparation of the 1980 N.J. Higher Education Statewide P\an. \twas
given at the public hearing held at Kean Co,,ese on May-2~.. 1978. u....u...t.n
opposition to the argument that a "flagship" system of Higher Ed. will be
more efficient. It offers· an alternative plan for efficiency
"What is needed for efficiency is (a) greater autonomy for our instiutions, (b) extensive participation in their management by the faculty and
by the studerits, (c) strengthening of competiti.on among educational
institutions and (d) the development of imaginative mechanisms that will
ensure a substantial part of the social bonus available from the removal of
inefficiences will be available for use by the institutions - administration,
faculty and students. These changes will provide strong incentives to these
groups to use t heir knowledge and information for developing and im plementing pol ici es needed for effici ent use of · resources. Anyone
interested in t he effici ency of ou r universit ies must start with t_he key
pro blem of monitoring t he effi ciency of the production process in the
academi a. It is extremel y costly, if not imposs ible, to measure the input or
output accurat ely o r to place value on t hem. There is no choice but to
grant more autonomy and provide incentives to the institutions - the
faculty, the ad m in istration and the students (who have the expertise, the
ground level experience and who are likely to bear the cost of inefficient
decisions) to improve management of our educational institutions. The
DHE has also an important role to play. I submit the DHE should reduce
emphasis on its role as a regulator of state institutions. Instead of an agency
that focuses mainly on operations - insuring order, regularity, equity and
stability - it should be an agency for creative change. It's primary function
should be that of evaluation and dissemination of these evaluative reports.
It can and should-prod institutions to articulate their missions, the policies
adopted to attain those missions and the rationale behind them. The DHE
should have the capacity and orientation to evaluate the performance of
institutions in terms of their protestations and in terms of larger effects on
public objectives. The role I am visualizing for the DHE is that of a public
advocate. It should play the kind of role that the Congressional Budget Office plays with respect to the federal budget."
Suresh A. Desai

The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone In the campus community to expreu an opinion dYt would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwlte Hluable. AH artkles should be lmlted to 680 words and sub-

mitted by 3:00 p.m. Frlct..y.
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ifhe auditorium was darkened,
e stage light highlighting the
udite speaker. The audience
ting in quiet comfort hushed
the theologian began his pretation. His talk illuminated
e Jungian theory of ego and
f. Silence allowed minds to
rmeate the gnosis. Stillness
oked feelings of profundity.
e essentialness of seeking self
find truth. Of permeating
yond "ego" into the depths of
~oleness in order to derive
~m that wholeness the essence
being. Only in this penetra,n, the breaking through of all
the defenses of ego can we
!gin to know and speak the
ath to others. Hours of tiring
ought, thousands of words cirfating around the subject .
ree
hundred
theologians
ietly dispersing to further conplate the truths that man

by Lynn Richmond Bowers
Hi Ho, So it Goes, and I love
u. Slapstick, Slaughterhouse
e and Player Piano respecely. Verbal punctuation by
rt Vonnegut Jr., the unique
illion-seller author who still
anages to remain a cult hero of
derground literature. The
nerican master of wry humor
st certainly appreciate this
,nic situation.
l'hrophetically
cutting,
negu\ has been dabbling in

constantly defends against the
truth within himself in order not
to have to confront that truth .
A hot, jostling bus, laboriously working its way in fitful
starts and stops to its eventual
death in downtown Miami
where it will turn and be born
again. People sweating and increasingly crowded as downtown becomes a reality. The
deaning ladies who did the
rooms for the theologians, students, drunks, the elderly whose
lives strangely mimic the fitfullness of the bus. Noise, confusion , ennui, heat distraction .
Bodies struggling for survival as
the bus passes through sections
of town that belie the possibility. A voice rising a little over the
cacophonous sounds, heard
only by a few, meant only for her
companion , " Our preacher
when he's drinkin ' he's at his
best, when he's sober he don 't
say nothil')g.

heaven and become the new
messiah? Will the Blue Team win
and does anyone care? Unlikely,
but enthralling.
ut's Cradle involves a restructing of sex, science and religion as the entire world moves
toward the ultimate cold war.
Slaughterhouse Five details
the time travels of bumbling Bill,
Pilgrim , an optometrist from
lllium, New York. He i-s kidnapped by a flying saucer and
becomes unstuck in time. The

for the last quarter cen-

visit to the planet Tralfamadone

y. His ongoing expose of
man folly is all encompassing,
uching on such diverse subts as revolution, religion,
litics and interpersonal relanships.
Vonnegut's
Armedons are predictably existia I
and
anti'-climatic.
ether mankind is being done
by lce-9, Gravity, computers
the ho hums, fact and fantasy
delightfully blended and the
rce of our demise is almost
levant. Preposterous • plots
a Vonnegut trademark. Ideas
t challenge modern complacy force the reader to exre his own superficial attis and moral turpitude.
onnegut's c~aracters
are
ally diverting. Casually mised , the heroes/stumble
ugh their misfortunes with a
e Candide-like innocence as
search for quasi-fulfillt. Presidents, priests, opns and executives all are out
vilized synch with the status
and likely to remain so.
egut shows as little mercy
is characters as he does to
prevailing institutions that
o deliciously attached.

culminates in his being imprisoned in a zoo and mated with a
former blue movie star Montana
Wildhack. His daughter, Barbara,
a practical sort, is distressed by
her father 's rendition of the
wonderful qualities of the ourth
dimension. The wife is merely
superfluous to Billy as well as the
plot. The destruction of Dresden
gets a honorable mention and
the atrocities of war appears to
be the central theme .
Slapstick or Lonesome No
More is Vonnegut's most recent
excursion into grotesque catastrophe.
Admittedly
almost
autobiographical in nature, the
book's dedication to Laurel and
Hardy is an indication of the
general
feelings
which
Vonnegut has towards life. He
says, " This is the closest I will ever
come to writing an autobiography .. . It is almost what life
feels like to me. There are all
these tests of my limited agility
and intelligence. They go on and
on . The fundamental joke with
Laurel and Hardy, it seems to m e,
was that they did their best wi t h
every test. They never failed to
bargain in good faith with their
destinies and were screamingly
adorable and funny on that account."
Slapstick opens with the line
" To whom it may concern"
authored by Dr. Wilbur Daffodil-11 Swain, for mer and final President of the United States. His
intent is to leave the world an
historical explanation o f the
events immediately preceed ing
the Green Death, a plague whi ch
is responsible for i mmobilizin g
most o f the world. He inhabits
t he first floo r o f t he Empire State
Bu ild ing on t he Island o f Death
w ith
his rickety, pregnant
daughter Melody Oriole-2 Von
Peterswald . Gravity fluctions,
tiny people, neanderthaloids
and a candlestick obsession contribute to this weird account o f
mankind 's downfall. More con-

ts and people are saved
a Camus-like depression by
egut's acerbic wit and stunnarrative style. A Sartre dotire; a contemporary JonaSwift with a touch of the
Always on
target ,
gut's books are tightly
n , poignant and hilarious.
he most outrageous events
e, if not real, believably
nt in the bittersweet tales
Apocalypse .
er Piano, a 1952 release,
ome pertinent questions
an 's relationship to tech. Who is in control of
or what? Do additional
I comforts compensate
loss of human dignity?
. Paul Proteous quit his job
d honcho in computer

If you look around , you can
see flashes of color, a splash of
red , a hint of orange and a
smidgen of yellow . And in a few
weeks th~ campus will be popping with color. The real " Pop"
happened Monday when the
students arrived . The buildings
are just places without you , and
Kean College came alive on
Monday
you make the
difference.
Please note that the oppening
session of Woman Talk is
scheduled for September 20th in
Downs Hall. Join us at noon for
Women 's
Experiences.
The
second session of the semester
will occue on September 27th
and will feature Jean Levitan of
Will iam Paterson College who
will speak about Women: Our
Bodies and Our Health.
There are brochures available
in the EVE office and in the Campus Center for Women defining
the courses, and workshops
available from the EVE office for
the Fall. If you are considering
college or returning to college
there are workshops on four
Thursdays, September 28 to October 19th, 7-9 p.m . Specifically
geared to pre-college concerns,
there will be a Career Day on
Thursday, September 21st at
Downs Hall, co-sponsored by
the Office of Career Planning
and Placement, and EVE. The day
will begin at 10:00a.m. preceded
by a get-acquainted coffee at
9:30 a.m . and culn,inating in a
Career Awareness Seminar from
1 :30 to 2:30 p.m . There is also a
workshop scheduled for six
Mondays from September 25 to
November 6 from 7:40-9:40 p .m.
on

the Assenive Woman and

Man, fee $50.
Reserve Saturday, September
30th to celebrate a first - the
Newark Cherry Blossom Festival
of the Greater New.ark Chamber
of Commerce an~ounces the
First Annual James Street Commons Art Show. The James Street
Commons is a twenty block area
in downtown Newark recently
designated as a National Register
Historic District. All artists, profess ional or amateur, are invited

Attendance
Policy
(Continued from page 1)
6. If, because of personal
.i llness, a deat h in the family, or
an emergency, a student will
have an extended absence (5
consecutive school days or
more), the Dean of Student's Offi ce should be alerted by phone
or in wri ting. Then the student's
instructors will receive offi cial
notification.
In a conversation with Pat Ippolito, Dean of Students, he
stated that a student wishing to
complain about any teacher not
following the policy as expressed above must follow the same
procedure as they would when
grieving a grade, namely; the
student must f irst wait fo r the
grade and t hen if the student
feels that the grade has been un fairly based on att endance, the
studen t must express these compla ints to the instructor, the
department chair, and then th e
Gr ievance Committee, in tha t
o rder.
f using and melancholy than h is
previous endeavors it is not the
one that a novice reader o f
Vonnegut should attempt to
read first .
Hi Ho.

to enter and art lovers are encouraged to enjoy a day of visual
delight - old and acrylic pa intings, pastels and water colors,
drawing, mixed media and
graphics and sculpture. The
judges will be Zoltan Buki - Curator of Art, New Jersey State
Museum & Robert Koenig, Assistant Director, Montclair Art
Museum and Samuel Miller,
Director
of
the Newark
Museum.
On Saturday, September 16th
Fairleigh Dickinson University is
presenting a Symposium on
Legal Rights: Legal Action for
Women from 8:45 to 3:30 p.m.
on the Florham-Madison Campus, 285 Madison Ave. in Madison , N.J. Registration is $2.50;
box lunches are provided for

$2.00 and baby sitting is also
ava ilable for $2.00. Call the
Center for Women, F.D.U. 3774700, ext. 271.
Many of you are here at Kean
for the first time and many of you
do not know anything about the
Campus Center for Women. We
are available to you as a referral
service, a place to browse and
meet other women and we are
vitally interested in your
concerns and suggestions. Drop
in to see us any time, the door is
always open to you when the
Center is ·staffed. What kind of
speakers would you like? What
kind of problems do you think
need to be considered? How do
you feel about the " Women 's
Movement? " Come to Woman
Talk and express yourself.

by Paul Davis
Presidential fever seems to be
an epidemic in the State of
Illinois GOP. Liberal Republican
John Anderson and Conservative Philip Crane, both Congressman have made known
there intentions to run. This
together with
Gov. James
Thompson and Sen. Charles
Percy who's names are often
mentioned as possible nominees
makes Illinois the state with the
by Calf. This is just the beginning

which would give the citizens of
Washington , D.C. the same type
of representation in Congress as
each state now has. To become
law, such an amendment must
not only achieve Congressional
passage, but must also be approved or " ratified" by three
fourths of the state legislatures.
So, 38 states must ratify the
amendment within seven years
(as the law requires). '
Why ratify? Currently those
who reside in the District of
Columbia have only one (of-

of

ficial) voice in the legislative

most hopefuls, held for so long
the second most popular

spectators game in politics, who
will win the presidential nomination. And many wonder, could a
person like Brendan Byrne be
building up for the race? The
Governor does seem to be doing
a lot of work to bu ild up a
national image. He has been doing a lot of traveling too, these
past few months. The best wash is
all expense paid trip to the
Orient thanks to the benefience
of Pan Am. His next scheduled
road trip iszo Miami, Sept. 21-25.
His last trip outside of the state
seems to have been the one most
rewarding to him, the National
Governors Conference in Boston . At this meeting Byrne
picked up not only the Chairmanship of the Northeast Governors Coalition but also the
Democratic Governors seat on
the executive committee of the
National Democratic Committee . Although many o f the
people who like to speculate,
like myself, feel Byrne is pushing for a cabinet seat in t he Carter Administration or to replace
Richard Hughes, an ex-Governor, as Chief Justice of the New
Jersey Supreme Cou'rt. I'm sure
the thought of a bigger and faster
. helicopter is not fa r from the
Governors mind.
But planning for the pres idency two years in advance, is
not the only thing far sighted
politicans do. Thomas F.X. Smith
of Jersey City has started to build
a, war chest in ant icipation of
running for Governor. His plans
call for rai sing $100,000 a year so
that he might run in 1981 . If in the
time he starts rai sing t he money
and the time he must d ecide to
run he feels he cannot w in I'm
sure some good cand ida te
would come to Hudson County
to accept the money.

***
by Kevin Perrine
Congress recently passed a
constitutional
amendment

branch of our federal government. This voice being that of
_ Washington, D.C.'s delegate to
the House of Representatives,
whose voting power is limited to
committee. The delegate may
argue for the best interests of his
constituency on the House floor,
however, he cannot vote. This
lack of power in the House is
compounded by a total lack of
representation in the Senate. So,
that is why Washingtonians have
been quoting a phrase which
should be familiar to us all. .. " No
taxation without representation ."
There exists strong arguments ·
both for and against ratification
of the aforementioned amendment.
Opponents ask why a city,
whose population is approximately 10 times smaller than that
of New York City, should have
two U.S. Senators. Also, almost
half of the residents of the District have jobs in government,
(Federal and local ), and to give
thel)'l Senators would be like giving the federal bureaucracy as
much representa ti on on the
Senate floor as each state now
has.
Obviously, the issue of " Senators for Washington, D.C.," is a
controversial one. And the fact
that seventy-five percent o f t he
districts people are black makes
the political aspects of the
amendment reak of racial overtone s, which further complicates t he issue . One con sideration is cru cia l to t he fa te of the
amendment. That is, 'What kind
o f Senato rs will b e el ected from
the Dist rict?' Due to the makeup
o f the d istrict it is not unreasonable to assume tha t the Senato rs
will be liberal Democrats who are concerned with urban
problems. So, each state will be
considering whether or not their
best interest can be enhanced by
allowing two more (liberal)
senate seats to be filled .
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by Steve Shupp - President I.F.S.C.
Hello Greeks and welcome back to another semester at Kean.
During the summer your Executive Board has been meeting
regularly to plan out the next years activities. Here are just a few dates
to keep in mind : September 19, the rooms for the teas will be chosen.
" Meet The Greeks" will be held on Friday, October 6, in the Snack
Bar; and pledging will take place November 15, 16 and 17. ·
The I.F .S.C. Scholarship forms will be handed out within the next
few weeks and must be returned by the end of October, with the five
finalists to be announced the first week of December. Also the copies
of the new Constitution will be handed out to the Council representatives to take back for approval , and suggested revisions . All
changes made will be explained at that meeting..
As you may or may not know the Maintenance fee for use of the
Snack Bar has been increased from $75 to $200 for student groups and
$400 for outside groups. This will put an exceptional burden on the
cost of running the ~vents such as , " Meet ,The Greeks," and the
" I.F.S.C. Scholarship Dance." The Executive Board is doing all it can
to compensate for the increased expense. More about the situation
will be announced to the Greeks as they develop.
Enjoy the semester and if you are interested in joining one of the
groups, remember the regular Council meetings will be held Tuesday
at 1 :40 in W207. Feel free to stop by the tables and check us out.

Dogs, Gifts and Photos
Small businesses may be opening at a record rate in Central
New Jersey if interest in a Kean
College course on this subject is
any indication.
Last year at Kean, three classes
in "How to Start Your Own
Business" were filled to capacity.
Registration for a new class, starting Thursday, October 5, is now
being taken on a first-come, first
served basis. The current noncredit course will meet for ten
two-hour sessions, starting at
7:40 P.M. on the Morris Avenue
campus.
Students in earlier classes
declared their interest in starting
such diverse enterprises as a
coffee house, dog grooming
parlor, a photography studio, a
gift shop, and a trucking firm.
The instructor of the course is
Robert G. Snyder, who
specializes in loans and management advice for 6,000 New Jersey
firms in his capacity as portfolio

chief for the Newark office of the
federal Small Business Administration.
Mr. Snyder finds that most
newcomers to the business field
are high on optimism and low on
practical experience in planning
and budgeting. He believes that
this inexperience is responsible
for the grim attrition rate of new
businesses in the United States:
one third of which fQld the first
year; half within two years; and
two-thirds within five year,s.
To aid .aspiring entrepreneurs,
his course will discuss how to
choose a site for a business, find
financing, order supplies, obtain
licenses, and handle taxes. He ·
also will counsel students about
their own business plans.
The fee for the newdass is $3S.
Registration deadline is
September 28. Additional information is available by calling
the Kean Continuing Education
Center at S27-2163.

b y Robert Kern
It is a disquieting thought that
when Buddy Holly was my age he
had been dead for two years.
The great American Steak.
Done to a rich brown, yet tender
so a touch of a kn ife reveals a
rosy inner succulance. Robust
and satisfying, a steak cooked to
perfection is an unforgettable
experience. The great steak is
within the grasp of all, whether
w~ choose to work with the
crusty broiled classic or explore
the use of aromatic braising for
less-than-tender cuts. The secret
is in knowing the basics of beef
preparation and how to bring
home the right pieces of meat.
Three considerations add up
to savory, tender meat. They are
cutting, marbling, and aging. The
center of the steer contains the
• tender cuts (muscles used the
least), which are broken down
into rib, short loin, and sirloin.
Hard working portions (chuck,
round, and flank) produce meat
that is chewy, though with fine
flavor. These are excellent candidates for marinating spicy
saucing, stir-frying, stewing, or
braising.
Tenderness isn't guaranteed
just because a steak comes from
the rib short loin, or sirloin.
Marbling, the vein like pattern of
fat running through the lean of
any cut, is a factor. The heavier
the veining, the more tender and
succulent the steak. You could
gp overboard on marbling. That
is, choosing meat with chunks of
fat rather than generous veins.
One form of marbling to watch
out for is streaks of fat that
resemble dashes made with a
pencil, as in brisket. This can indicate toughness.
Grading and marbling go hand
in hand. Of the two beef grades
available in most areas, prime is
heavily marbled (-40%) with
choice running a close second
(25%). Most butcher shops deal
in heavy choice or light to heavy
prime while supermarkets stay
with prime choice.

You 've probably eaten a
tender yet tasteless steak. Here is
where aging enters the picture.
The best steaks, whether
choice or prime, are aged. The
meat is hung in a humidity and
temperature controlled area for
between two and six weeks. It
mellows and develops incredibly
rich flavor. Butcher shops are
more likely to age their meats
than supermarkets, which can 't
afford to have their investment
" hanging around " that long. I
always smile to myself when a
market raves about three days of
aging, a mere drop in the bucket
of flavoring.
Unaged meat is fine for stewing or braising, but if you want
broiled steak it must be well marbled, and above all, well aged.
The Great Steak has only one
other requirement - it should
be cut to no less than one and
one quarter inches. Any thinner
and you will have well-done
meat by the time it is seared .
Markets love to give
glamorous names to meats that
often cook out to the texture of
stainless steel, but if you
remember to check aging, marbling, and primal cut and how to
cook them you will wind up with
scrumptious eating.
First of all, don't broil or
barbecue a steak over high heat.
Sear it over medium-high heat,
then finish it with medium to
medium-low temperatures. The
slower you cook any protein the
more juicy and tender it wi II turn
out.
Two methods - timing or
10Uchin9 -

help tell you i# a

steak is rare, medium, or any
other way you want it. The timing
technique consists of first searing
your steak, then cooking it three
minutes on each side for rare,
five minutes for medium rare, six
minutes for medium. If your
steak is thicker than one and one
quarter inches, lengthen the
time slightly. All times given are
for steaks brought to room
temperature, which results in the

most even cooking.
The touch system is, after some
practice, very reliable. Press your
finger into a raw steak. It will be
very soft. As soon as it is seared
you will notice a slightly firmer
texture (extremely rare). If you
continue cooking for a few
minutes on each side-it will
become progressively firmer to
the touch in the graduated range
from rare to medium well. Welldone steak will feel hard.
" I moved back and forth across the edge of sleep, thinking
of that afterglow, trying to explain it to myself. With the mink,
the musk ox, the chimpanzee
and the human, the proper friction at the proper places if continued for x minutes will cause
the nerve ends to trigger the
small glandular-muscular explosive mechanics of climax.
And afterward there is no more
urge to caress the causative flesh
than there would be to stroke
the shaker that contained the
pepper that caused a satisfying
series of sneezes.
" So in the sensual-sexualemotional areas each man and
woman has, maybe, a ~eries of little flaws and foibles, hang-ups,
neural and emotion.al memory
pattern and superstition, and if
there is no fit between their
complex subjective patterns,
ttien the only product you can
expect is the little frictional' explosion but when there is that
mysterious fit, then maybe there
are bigger and better explosions
down in the ancient black meat
of the hidden brain, down in the
'rnernbi-aned - - roit!lfffli tlt"'tffe

heart, so that what happens
within the rocking clamp of the
loins at the same time is only the
grace note, and then it is the
afterglow of affection and contentment that celebrates the far
more significant climax in brain
and heart."
Travis McGee in "The Girl In
the Plain Brown Wrapper" by
John D. MacDonald.

Starting Here, Starting Now
by Cathy McMullen
When first entering the small
theatre in Cranford known as
Celebration Playhouse on June
23 I had an impression of
amateurism. But when the show
started I realized how wrong my
assumptions were and relaxed to
enjoy a great show .
The show titled Starting Here,
Starting Now employed only
three performers and a 2 piece
band. The entertainers were
David Christopher, a talented actor, singer, director and experienced teacher, whose
presence gave the show a
positive perceptive.
Angela lntili, the petite, dark-haired beauty who has had
operatic experience, was an excellent addition to the production. Ms. lntili, who received a
Masters Degree in vocal performance from Catholic University, was able to send chills
through the audience with her
fine vocal and acting talents.
Cheryl Coyle, the final performer. in this exciting musical,
gave an exceptional performance in Starting Here, Starting Now. The tall , slim redhead
was particularly graceful while
performing.
Starting Here, Starting Now, a
musical variety extravaganza, by
David Shire and Richard Maltley,
has bel!n an off-Broadway
success. "A compilation of songs
from their many years of song-

writing and composing, each
one has an immediate and con•
temporary impact of the listener,
taking him from the beginning of
a story to the end while touching
on a varying array of emotions in
between. " The story is that of a
love
relationship-triangle.
Angela begins to show her affection for Mr. Christopher by
singing " I'm a Little Bit Off'
which simply means she is crazy
in love. After an array of songs by
each of the performers we·begin
to see the crux of the revue.
Cheryl is upset by the lack of
interest Mr. Christopher gives
her and retaliates by angrily filling in the daily crossword puzzle
- also the songs title - the song
is satirical and very comical, an
excellent rendition is executed
by Ms. Coyle. After Cheryl's love
lost song is completed, Angela
returns with the lovely thoughts
of her with her love interest in
the season of Autumn, appropriately titled after the season,
the song is light and Ms. lntili
offers a fine job with the song.
Mr. Christopher is lost, not
knowing where to turn but
realizing that he doesn ' t
remember the holidays spent
with love crazed Angela. He
provides this information in a
song entitled "I Don't
Remember Christmas."
The players who were all costumed in black and white attire
each sang a satirically comical

number. Ms. lntili ' performed
her solo directly before the end
of Act I, the song " I' m Going to
Make You Beautiful " proved to
the audience how unhappy this
character was in her life and her
work.
With the opening of Act two it
was obvious that the players costumes had changed. All were
basically wearing completely
black attire with little color
added.
After the end of Act I the show
seemed to lose its ultimate
theme - the love triangle - and
proceeded only to entertain and
amuse the audience.
Mr. Christopher had his opportunity at comedy while
singing " Flair" an especially
memorable tune about charm
and charisma. Cheryl and Angela
gave solid solo performances
during " What About Today " and
"So ng of Me," respectfully. Each
singer sang with her whole heart
during these two numbers in
particular.
The accompaniment to these 3
wonderful performers came
from Randy Hertzog, a young,
talented pianist and actor and
from Buck Brown, a veteran to
the Playhouse group as musical
director, performer and actor
and talented bassist in this
production.
The entire production of Starting Here, Starting Now was

Cast of "Starting Here, Starting Now" (I to r) Angelil lntlli, Diivld
Christopher, Cheryl Coyle.
directed and choreographed by
Neil Cerbone. Another veteran
to the company, Mr. Cerbone
has had many years of experience in a variety of capacities
and roles. Surely his style,
ingenuity and talent shine
through during this production.
Although
the
production
seemed to lose sight of its theme
-partly through Act II, it did not
lose its charm or grace and cap-

tured its audience completely.
The finale, compAete with top
hats and canes, gave an impression of hope and enjoyment
of life with the company joining
in on "A New Life Coming," and
the "Finale." This enchanting
musical revue was over too quickly and convinced me to return
to Celebration Playhouse for further productions and lasting enjoyment in memories and song.
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Student.s
may change
from year

to year...

Photo by Joe Leatherwood, Jr.

Students ponder the unanswerable question - How many credits will I taken

...But the
conditions
never do!
Students eagerly wait to get their books.

Waiting in line seems to be quite popular nowadays.

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle
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nk, but it never seems to stay there.

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

s (1-r) Diane Sainato, lisa D' Arcangelo, Liz Zapico, Cathy Trotte, and Angel

Photo by Dani11I T. Pyle

Practicing before the big game.

___ding

ays to
nd their ·
Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Hoping that the check doesn't bounce!
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A Good News In Badlands

Mescalito personified by a
local band can only hit the spot
on the Friday night scene at the
corner bar. This is not only what
nappened, but what happened
tome.
It all started at the local bar,
Hofrau, Edison, N.J. where
aadlands shed the light on some
~ood New Riders. The diversiiied music of this group ranges
lrom Commander Cody to Mar,hall Tucker and on . to The
Outlaws and Lynyrd Sknyrd and
~verything in~between .
Badlands helped bring the
~roups' music to life. They per'orm the songs as if the originals
,ad been on the stage in front of

the bar and pinball machines
themselves.
The Greatful Dead even made
their appearances in the form of
the Badlands. The highlight of
the evening came when the lead
singer, R'obert Simpson, embarked on a musical skit, detailing the adventures of Panama
Red . The " hero" of the story,
Panama Red, came to life on
stage be f ore a very well
rehearsed New Riders of the Pu rple Sage set. Original groups are
hard to get tickets for but
Badlands are a good substitution .

by Tara fliggins
Music Box

ox

Flo and Eddie At The Morris Stage
I've been going to concerts for five years now and have seen over fifty concerts. And I have never seen
anythinR like Flo and Eddie before. It was like a musical c;omedy of sorts. Flo and Eddie kept me in ~titche~I
Yet they manage to be equally excellent at the music they write and perform . To try and describe their
show is almost impossible. -They ha\'.e a unique style all their own. They write their own spoofs. Flo and Eddie act out all their spoofs. They emcee their whole show and they play and sing the whole incredible
thing! Really, y.ou've got to see them to believe them!
·
Before I go any further, many of you are probably wondering who the hell are Flo and Eddie? Well, their
history is a long one. They started way back in the Sixties as the Turtles. T~ey had loads of hits including the
classic " So Happy Together." Mark Volman and Howard Kaylan (their real names), then went on to join
Frank Zappa for several memorable albums and a major motion picture. In 1972 they went solo as " The
Phlorescent Leech and Eddie, since shortened to Flo and Eddie.
They started the concert with a refreshing mock on the current " punk" scene. Dressed in typical punk
attire, they blasted a few bars of " God Save the Queen," then tore off their punk costumes and screamed
" you guys don 't really like this shit, do ya' ?" The crowd ~creamed in reply. Next the zany pair launched
into a Peter Frampton parody, complete with blow tubes. The crowd roared with laughter and Flo and Eddie responded with their FM hit, " Keep It Warm."
After remarking something about they were going to play a new one because we can 't tell if they
messed up, Flo and Eddie introduced us to " Roving Eyes" from their forthcoming album. A Flo and Eddie
stan__dard , " Kama Sutra" followed. Their next song, a satire on the Bee Rees hit " Staying Alive," was one of
the high points of the entire evening. The1r version was entitled " Theme From Jaws Three" and went
" Eatin ' alive, eatin ' alive, jaws, jaws, jaws, jaws, eatin ' alive-... " The crowd yelled for more and they got
more " Jaws Three." The props were complete too. Strapped to Eddie's back was an inflatable jaws shark
fin. After a new song, the band did a Frank Zappa piece from the Flo and Eddie era, called " Eddie Are You
Kidd ing. " They used this as a jumping board to leap into a series of mock commercials. A Kiss mock, " I
Wanna Shake and Bake all Night," started off their commercial set. In this act they were dressed in Kiss
style masks and costumes, authentic down to the spitting of fake blood . Can you imagine Linda Ronstadt
singing a cross your heart bra commercial? Well, Flo and Eddie can , and act it out. Or, how about Fleetwood Mac singing the McDonalds commercial? Joni Mitchell doing a feminine hygiene commercial? You
got 'em all at the Morris Stage with Flo and Eddie. Then for the final touch ... Ted Nugent (" Who elsewould be mc1cho enough?) selling Cruexl This bit was complete with wild Indian costume, feedback and a
strobe light- ending with Flo bowing before his screaming, feedback laden guitar in typical Nugent
fashion. They closed the show with 'Eleanor,' a Turtle's song updated on their last album. Three encores
followed including their big Turtle hit, " So Happy Together."
What a show! They put on one of the best shows of anyo~ e I've seen . I really recommend for anyone
who likes to laugh and hear good music to go see them!

by Al Schaefer
Editor, Music Box

Rat ...Race Choir - at the Towpath, West Paterson

.

Wowii • • •from (I to r) Mark Resnick, Chino ulNI, Heppi Petit, Rafael
Vigil, Peter Zepol.

Wowii: An Experience In Raunch n'- Roll

Raunch n' Roll has never been
one of my favorites but WOWII
really pulls it off with style.
They're loud, theatrical, original, and thoroughly exciting!
Wowii is: Rafael Vigil, lead
vocals, keyboards and acoustic
guitar; Heppi Pettit : vocals and
lead guitar; Mark Resnick:
vocals and lead guitar; Peter
Zepol: vocals and bass guitar;
and Chino Cabal: vocals and
drums. Each member of Wowii is
an expert musicial (lead guitarist
Heppi
Pettit
i,s simply
phenomenal) and on top of that
they all sing well. Together they
create a magnificent sound
which can only be termed
Wowii. Their stage show is great;
they're all constantly moving,
constantly cooking up a storm
and always entertaining. There's
never a dull moment when
Wowii takes the stage . They're
always ready to surprise you with
,omething totally wild and
wonderful! Like the " Wowii
,ensitivity session " I wit nessed
where, on t he count o f three, the
whole audience stood up and
yelled
someth ing which
I
definitely won 't print!
Invigorating!
In the tradition of groups like
Aerosmith, Queen , Bowie, and
the
Stones ,
WOWII
demonstrates great d ivers ity.
They can go from really hard
rock n' roll to mellow with great
ease. They even did their version
of Simon and. Garfunkel's " The

Boxer." Like I said, before
Wowii is full of surprises.
WOWII released one single so
far on their own label Cartoon
Records, of their hits "Rock n'
Roll Singer" and "I ' m So Bad."
Right now they' re back in the
studio recording more of their
material. I was told that we can
expect an album in the next few
months. I really hope they
release their song "Let's Get
Crazy and Holler" on the album
because it is particularly impressive. The first album is sure to be a
smash because they are a smash!
Even though Wowii has not had
the benefit of an album, they
have still managed to get
themselves a tremendous
following.
I suggest that everyone see this
band at least once. No matter
what your musical taste you will
surely be entertained to say the
least ... but ... I'm warning you,
be prepared fo r anything. John
Marlowe of THE MIAMI NEWS
writes of one WOWI I perfo rmance where he witnessed a
young lady get " so carried away
with lead singer Rafael that she
took off ALL her clothes! "
It looks like WOWII is really
catching on and probably heading for super-stardom. They're
definitely THE band to watch for
in the near future.

b y Nan cy Frank
Managing Editor.
Music Box

SEPTEMBER AT CREATION
15 & 16 - T. Roth & Another Pretty Face
20 - Capitol Recording Art ists; PRISM
22 & 23 - Nasty Lass & Sweet Revenge
27 - Ep ic Recording Artists; NANTUCKET
29 & 30 - Gabriel & Pegasus
Tuesda ys in September - Wowii
Don 't forget . .. Thursda y and Sunday are disco nights ! 11

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Before I wrote this review, I
wanted to hear just what the
local bar band scene sounded
like because I had been away
from it for awhile. So, I went to a
few local dubs and what I saw
wasn't very impressive or creative c1t all. For the most part, the
bands consisted of four pieces
with a singer doing the pop tunes
that are being played on the
radio by Pablo Cruise, Eddie
Money, Boz Scaggs, and need I
say morel
On Saturday the 11th of
August, I went to the Towpath, a
club in West Paterson with two
bands. One being the type of
band I mentioned earl ier, the
other being Rat Race Choir.
When they took the stage the
whole room quieted down ...
Bang they burst into their first
tune-one from Jack !Jruce. Right
off the bat they looked more
than your regular Rock Bar Band .
I noticed I was surrounded
with sound , they were playing in
Quad, and clear as a bell. They
really pulled off the first tune
well. I couldn' t wait to see what
came next. I might add, o f
.course, that through all this t hey
are more than professional there's no screwing around here,
just musicianship. They then did
two original tunes, both of which
were as complex sounding as just
about anything I have ever
heard. (Barring of course Return
to Forever). They use nice tight
breaks, off beats and very rich
chording to add to their full
sound.
.
After the originals they did two
Gentle Giants songs, " Just the
Same" and " Free Hand " and
pulled them both off withou t a
hitch and incidentally GENTLE
Giant material is known for its
complexity and difficu lt t iming.
To top off the set they d id " Th ick
as a Brick" by Jethro Tull, wh ich
is no piece of cake, and t hey
played it easily.
Through all

clearly see that this band is here
to play music and that is exactly
what they do. Nobody loses their
attention when they watch this
band. Each character or member
of the band is a spectacle in
himself and is very enjoyable to

watch. So, if you are looking for
an entertaining evening out,
catch Rat Race Choir for some
great musicianship and the best
in Progressive Music.

by Fred Raimondi
Music Box
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Hom~coming '78
Have you ever participated in a
TAILGATE PICNIC? Well, here's
your chance. On Saturday,
September 30, as part of Homecoming festivities, TAl LGA TE
PICNICS will be setting up at
11 :30 a.m . in the Gym parking
lot. The Alumni Association will
sponsor a hospital ity booth and a
contest for picnickers . Judging is
scheduled for 1 :30 p.m. with
prizes to be awarded in the
following categories : Best Sorority Picnic, Best Fraternity Picnic,
Best Alumni Picnic, Grand Prize.
Your picnic can be as large or as
small , as extravagant or as simple
as you desire. You can continue
picnicking right up until dark.
At 2:30 p .m . our soccer team
meets Trenton State on our t urf.

From 5 until 7 p.m . you can rally
at the Alumni Happy Hour in the
Alumni Lounge of Downs Hall.
Admission is $3.00 which includes sandwiches, appetizers
and entertainment, with a cash
bar available. (Paid reservations
are needed).
If you ' re ambitious, you can
close the day with the Kean vs.
Montclair football game at 8:00
p.m . on Williams Field in
Elizabeth. The College will
provide free bus transportation .
Come and join in the
HOMECOMING '78 festivities.
Set up your Tailgate Picnic early .
For tickets ·and additional information contact the Alumni
Office T-206 or 527-2526. See you
September 301

Reading Skills Center
1

The Reading and Study Skills
Center, located in John Hutchinson Hall, Room J202A, will begin
operation on Monday ,
September 18, 1978. This year the
Center will be open on Monday
and Friday, from 8:00 a.m . to 4 :oo·
p.m . and on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8:00 a.m .
to 8 :00 p.m .
Initial scree ning tests provide
the information necessary for an
individualized program in areas
such as reading skills, study skills,
listening skills, and language development. There will also be instruction in reading comprehension and speed, test taking,
vocabulary, and research . The
student and staff member cooperatively design instruction that
is tailored to the individual 's
needs. A significant part of th is
approach is an attempt to relate
the skills being developed to the

individual 's course work. Thus,
not only does he improve in
general reading ability but also in
course content . The student

A Women
Expert

The Elite Society
The Elite Society a new organization on campus is currently
seeking serious-minded individuals with some expertise or
willingness to study or perform
in various aspects of drama,
music and dance.
We hope to open to all
members the cultural and ethnic
qualities inherent in various individuals. We seek the free
open-minded individual.
In addition , we plan to use our

fund-raising money to procure
various recreational and tutorial
talents from N . Y.C. and surrounding areas to teach various
skills in all of the above mentioned areas.
Hopefully we will develop into
a well-rounded multi-racially
talented group of people.
If interested, we need helpl
Contact Aaron Dekar, Student
Activities or Jimi Bell, Third
World .

The purpose of the sessions
entitled Women 's Experiences is
to give Women the opportunity
to express themselves and to participate with other women in the
support and sharing of that
special self.
Woman Talk meets every
Wednesday at noon in Downs
Hall ,in the Alumni Lounge . The
programs are designed to bring
to Women, on campus and off,
people and ideas concerned
with human experience. On the
last Wednesday of each month,
the program is reserved for
Women 's Experiences - an opportunity for Women to just be
together.
The theme for the first session
of this semester is " Summer a
rest, a renewal , what? " Please
join us, pull up a chair - " Consider yourself at home - Consider yourself part of the
family ..... "

Those that show inititative and
dependability, will be · con-

Please, if interested, contact
Jimi Bell 111 , Expressions Editor at
CC-142, College Center Bldg.
immediately if not sooner. No
answer? Leave a note under the
door. We also need good
capable typists.

works a minimum of two hours
per week receiving assistance as
requ ired from the regular staff

and graduate assistants.
We also offer small conversation groups for English as a

second language students who
wish to improve their conversation skills.

Expressions
The Th i rd World News
publication is currently seeking
members to help in all editorial
aspects. We're currently seeking
individuals to help in all phases
of planning, layout photography
and distribution .

sidered immediately for top execut ive positions.

0

Jazz Series
The Cecil Taylor Unit, composed of jazz pianist/composer
Cecil Taylor and an accompanying sextet, will open Kean
College's fourth annual jazz
series on September 18t h at 8:00
p. m . in Kean 's Wilkins Theatre.
Free tickets are requ ired and w ill
be dist ributed in CC-143.
This year, the jazz series
features two major format
changes; the booking of p rofessionals and nonprofessionals
whose abilities suggest the
current state-of-the-arts in jazz
music.
In the professional category,
t he series is proud to open with
Cecil Taylor. Taylor has performed in major w orld capitals
incl ud in g Paris, Berl in and
Amsterda m. Recen t ly, Taylor
was featured at the Whi te House
and in New York's Central Park.
O n November 13, Jero m e
Cooper jazz percuss ionist/ composer par excellence w ill be in Kean's Little Theatre.
Solo artists representing a variety
of instruments and philosoph ies
w ill be booked throughout t he
academic year. Check the Indy
fo r dates o r call 527-2044, 527-

2066.
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Potentially, th e most dramatic
change in t he jazz ser ies format
w ill be the aud itioning and
sh owcasing of nonprofessionals
and semi professional jazz performers. (Auditi oners cannot be
under contract to a recording
company or agent). Auditioners
will be judged first on originality
and then on technique. Audition
winners will perform for cash
awards in the college's Little
Theatre. Cash awards range from
$500.00 to $1 ,000.00.
The first audition is October 2.
There will be another audition
on November 27. To apply, pick
up an audition form from Mark
Prow in the Student Activities
Office, CC-143. For further information call 527-2044.

From a country as clean ~,~d ~-n~
spoi led as Ca nada, yo u'd expect a ve ry
spec ial taste. Fres h fro m No rth America·s
most ex perienced brewery, Molson has
been ma king frie nds on both sides of the
border since 17 8 6 .

st how great Canada can tas te.
Make it the hea rti ness of Molson
._. Ale. spirited Canadia n Beer.
or smoot h Golden .

):;l

:}ijiji i;}

Or all th ree.
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M11rdt"I lmpcnhn1t Co., lo<. C.1t-11I ,.._-r-ck . N. Y.
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Spirit Weaving Kean Auditions For Pippin
Kean College's Co-Curricular.Program Board is pleased to present
he Black poetess, Betty H. Nealson Tuesday, September 19, 1978, at
:30 P.M . and 8:00 P.M . in the Little Theatre. Ms. Neals will be doing
eadings from the first publication of a collection of her poetry, Spirit
eawing. She will be accompanied by the " Strin13 Reunion " of New
ork City. Admission to these programs is free-, there is no reserved
;eating and all are welcome to attend .
Born in Ne·wark, New Jersey, Betty Harris Neals is an alumna of
ean College having received a B.S. in Elementary Education and
• peech Therapy. The college hopes that the September 19th
'homecoming" for Betty Neals will encourage more alumni to attend
he Kean College Homecoming on Saturday, September 30, 1978. Ms.
eals also holds a M.A. in Educational Theatre from New York Uniersity and she is a teacher of Speech and Drama in the East Orange,
ew Jersey Public Schools.
Betty Neals has done her one woman readings throughout the
~reater New York metropolitan area and she has appeared on the
ielevision programs " Positively Black " and New Jersey Public Televiion 's " Focal Point/' Ms. Neals has performed nationally with the late
ahsaan Roland Kirk and she can be heard on his album, " Return of
fhe 5,000 Pound Man " introducing his " Theme for the Eulipions."
Some of the poems appearing i11,.Spirit Weaving have been previouspublished in a variety of college magazines and some can be heard
on Ms. Neals cassette, " Soul Alleluia ."
Many will remember Betty's readings as the famed saxophonist,
bhsaan Roland Kirk, performed for the Kean College Jazz Series
, uring the spring of 1976. Others will remember Betty Neals' sensitive
nd beautiful presentation of the poem she wrote for the dedication
fa Kean Residence Hall to Mrs. Mary B. Burch in May of 1977.
Betty Neals is married to Mr. Felix Neals and they have three
children, Felice, Felix Ill and Julien. The Neals Family resides in East
Orange, New Jersey.

Indy
Needs
Writers

Exceptional
Children
You don't have to be a Special
Education major to care about
~andicapped individuals. The
ouncil for Exceptional Children
C.E.C.) needs your support in
i>rder to accomplish their
esired goals. For anyone
terested; the first meeting will
?e on Tuesday, September 12th
luring College free hour (1 :40)
t Campus School North in
toom 104. Night meetings will
e held on Tuesday nights at 7:45
Sloan lounge. Care with us;
are with us the fulfillment of
orking with exceptional
hildren.

~

CAMPUS CENTER
The following are the WOMAN
TALK listings for September 1978:
Sept. 20 - Women 's Experiences, a session devoted to
Women being and sharing
together meets the last Wednesday of each month.
Sept. 27 - Jean Leirtan, William
Paterson College, " Women: Our
Bodies and Our Health."
WOMAN TALK meets each
Wednesday at 12 noon in Downs
Hall, on the Kean Campus.
I

Law For Laymen

l

For anyone who plan·s to write
will, file for a divorce, sell a
house or engage in other actions
at may require legal advice, a
on-credit course " law for
aymen" is being offered at Kean
allege and will meet from 7:40
o 9:40 P.M. for eight Thursdays,
starting October 12.
The eight-week course, taught
y Linden City Attorney Jerome
rueger, offers a basic summary
f law relating to wills and inheritance, marriage and divorce,
product liability, no-fault insurance, real estate, and court
procedures.
Classes meet weekly for two
hours. The fee is $35 and the
registration deadline, October 5.
More information about registration is available by calling the
Kean Center for Continuing
Education at 527-2163.
Mr. Krueger, a practicing attorney for 26 years, is a former
Linden councilman and has
served in the New Jersey State
Legislature. He is chairman of the
Continuing Education Committee at Kean College.

r
~

Auditions for the upcoming
musical comedy hit " Pippin " will
be held on Tuesday, September
19th and Wednesday, September
20th between 1 :40 and 6:00 p.m .
The location is The Wilkins
Theatre of the Performing Arts

(T.l'.A.) " Pippin "
is being
directed by Dr. James R. Murphy
and is the first in a series of three
shows which The Theatre Guild
produces yearly. Scripts are now
available on reserve in the library
and it is suggested that one song

from the show be learned to use
at the vocal auditions. There are
many exciting and challenging
roles in " Pippin ," for those who
can sing and dance, and
everyone is welcome to try out.

Really ·Want A Job?
If you have answered yes to
this question, you should plan to
attend an event that has been
specifically planned to do just
that; help you get a job!
On Thursday, September 21,
1978 in Downs Hall, more than 25
business representatives will participate in an all-day program
devoted to career choices, job
hunt strategies, and other workrelated concerns that make-up
that " wonderful world of work ."
In today's world, the person
who relies solely on a B.A.
degree to get a job, wi II probably
not. Awareness, confidence,
education, and a sincere desire
to succeed are the necessary
ingredients to launch a successful career.

Elizabeth Community Gallery To Open

Choosing a career is not a one
step formula. It is an on-going
process involving much time and
research in seeking ·out important information and people.
Start your career search now by
attending the " Career Day" and
co~ing in contact with people
who can give you valuable inside
information about jobs and
careers.
If you fit the above descrip-

tion of the successful job seeker, you have already decided to
- ATTEND THE CAREER DAY!
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
10:00-11 :00 - Job Hunt Process
Workshop
11 :00-12 :00
Interviewing
Techniques Workshop .
12:00-12:30- Informal Meeting
with Students
1 :30- 2:30- Career Awareness
Seminar

"Treasures of King Tut" (12/20/78-4/15/79)
Tickets
available
9/18/78
Metropolitan
Museum Ticketrons - free, other Ticketron

booths - 60¢ each, 4 tickets per person. N.J.
Ticketron Information (201) 343-9310.

Community Gallery will mark its fall season opening on September
8, 1978 from 7-9 :30 p .m, with an exhibition of contemporary drawings
and prints. The four New Jersey artists whose work will be on exhibit
are printmakers Peter Stevens and Jann Benzilio-Rudnick, with
drawings by Tom Schneider and Sharon Moody. The public is invited
to attend the artists reception, The exhibition will be on display daily
from 10-4, Saturday 1-4 p.m., until October 6. For information call
201-289-1267,
The gallery which is located at 1140 East Jersey Street, Elizabeth, N.J .
is a C.E.T,A. funded project, created to introduce new artists to the art
world. The project is concerned with meeting community needs
while adhering to professional standards.
This exhibition is designed to emphasize the individual style and
~rsonal statement of each artist. Peter Stevens, a printmaker, says of
his work, "Sometimes they take on a satirical view in terms of a
general outlook on life. Other times, they are statements of mood, or
to convey the essence of some past experience. All have a personal
side to them ." The other printmaker is Jann Benzilio-Rudnick. In
talking about her work she states "by using a combination of printing
processes on one plate, my innovations in composition are derived
from reflections - the mirrors of life. They are _not mere outlines or
contours, but rather expressions of form and texture whictMurrourfd
and model the space."
The works of Tom Schneider and Sharon Moody are finely detailed
pencil drawings, While both artists are concerned with contour and
light, their interpretations are very different. Mr. Schneider states,
" my primary concern in dealing with these forms is to relate to them
on a personal level. The rhythmic, the sensual quality and the relationship of forms to each other to unify the whole are a projection of
myself. " At the same time Ms. Moody, a realist, says " my images
come from nature : that is, I draw what I see . Perception is a personal
thing, and what I'm most sensitive to is the flow of light oyer the contours of a leaf or a body, but not just any leaf, or any anonymous body
- a particular person or thing, at a specific time. "

.Language for
Fun or Travel

Five _
n ew conversational language courses in beginning Japanese,
Hebrew, Italian, Spanish, and French are being offered at Kean
College this fall.
Each of the informal " language for Fun or Travel " classes will meet
two hours once a week for ten weeks, and will be continued next
spring .
Starting Thursday , October 5, at 7:40 P.M. are Beginning Hebrew,
taught by Dr. lester Eckmann; and Beginning Spanish, taught by Dr.
Giorgio Lena. Both are members of the Kean foreign language
faculty,
Starting Saturday, October 7, at 10:00 A .M . are: Beginning French,
taught by Simone Mokrauer; Beginning Japanese, taught by Masao
Aoyagi; and Beginning Italian, taught by Dr. Giorgio Lena.
The fee for each 10-week course is $45 and the registration
deadline is one week before the _first class meeting, Additional registration information is available by calling the Kean Center for Continuing Education at 527-2163._

Woman Talk Opens
New Season
A session of WOMAN TALK entitled " Summer: A Rest, A Renewal,
What? " will be held at noon on Wednesday, September 20th, in the
Alumni lounge of Downs Hall on the campus of Kean College. The
session will give women an opportun ity to meet together, express
themselves and discuss their common experiences. Starting in October, similar sessions on shared experiences will be held at Kean on
the last Wednesday of every month . All sessions of WOMAN TALK .
are free and open to the public.~
On Wednesday , September 27th at noon, Jean Levitan of William
Paterson College will speak on . WOMAN TALK on the topic,
" Women : Our Bod ies and Our Health."

Nickal's
Vous II
1175 Magie
Union, N .J.

40¢ Mugs
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ATTENTION
Kean College of New Jersey

Furnished room for rent. Female
student, preferred. Walking distance from Kean. $3S a week with
kitchen privileges. 3S2-0984.

INDEPENDENT STUDENT ADVERTISING RATES!
$1.00 for the first 30 words.
.05e for each additional words.

Student Activities Jazz Series

Presents

The Cecil Taylor Unit

FREE
APARTMENT AVAILABLE
in Somerset Hills area, in exchange
for driving student back and forth
lo school. Responsible student
necessary. Must pay for utilities and
car expenses. References required.
For information please call 6471S16.

All ads must be prepaid. Deadline is 12:00 p.m. Friday prior
to publication.

Monday, Sept. 18, 1978 - 8 p.m.
Free tickets available in Student Activities
Wilkins Theatre of Performing Arts

ATTENTION:

WANTED:

Full-time undergraduates · interested in intercollegiate platform
tennis competition should contact
Dolores Shiposh before September
15th. Call ext. 2389-or come to Tl 13.

People to audition for Broadway's Musical Hit Comedy

"PIPPIN"
Tuesday, Sept. 19 - vocals & dance
Wed., Sept. 20 - reading
*Thurs., Sept. 21 - call backs
Call backs will be held in VE! 19
Scripts are now on reserve in Library
Everyone is welcome to audition

FOUND: One Bracelet 373-2806.

Anyone interested in helping out the Coffeehouse
Committee in any way,
please contact Dave Meyers
in CC112. We nee(j acts to
perform and people to help
set up and run _the houses.
The first Coffeehouse will
be on Oct.12 at 8:30 in Sloan
Lounge. The of{!ers will all
be on Thursday bights.

Student Activities Presents

Lord of the Flies
September 20
3:00 & 8:00 P.M.
Free
Little Theatre·

Constitutions for all funded
groups of Student
Organization must be
sum bitted to Valerie Allen,
Vice-President by Friday,
September 29. 1978 at
4:00 p.m. in the Student Org.
Offices. Failure to do so
will cause immediate
freezing of funds.
ATTENTION
Poli. Sci. & Pub. Admin. Majors!
MEETING
Tues., Sept. 19th
1:40 p.m. - J-139

!IT'

Thur College The first Coffeehouse of 78-79
will take place- on Sept. 19 at
10:30 a.m., Hutchinson Lobby.

Curriculum
Ring!

the .

~

The Political
Science Department

All interested Jazz

Class Ring Dates:
Date
Monday, September 18, 1978
Tuesday, September 19, 1978
Tuesday, September 19, 1978

Time
10:00-3:00 p.m.
10:00-3:00 p.m.
5:00-8:00 P-~-

Location
College Center Building
College Center Building
Hutchinson Hall

Performers who
would like to compete for cash $$$
prizes. Get info
and fill out application at Student
Activities Office
CC143.

RING COMPANY: JOSTEN'S

Fine Arts Student Association.
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
Sept. 19. 1978 - VEl 12
l :40 College Hour
Meet Department ChairmanrHear From Faculty Speakers
Receive Help With Scheduling
Meet Other Fine Arts Students
Refreshments Will Be Served

Tues., Sept. 19at 1:40 p.m . .

The
Jewish Student Union
announces its
OPENING MEETING
Surprise program to welcome new members and old friends.
Questions'! Contact 527-2954

announces a meeting for all
Political Science and Public
Administration majors on
Tuesdays, Sept. 19, at I :40 p.m.
in J-137. All majors are urged to
attend for the meeting's business will include elections of
departmental representatives to
fill vacancies, elections of P.A.
Club officers, discussions of
programs for the cdming year,
and some curriculum matters of
which the faculty are interested
in hearing student opinions.

ATTENTION!!!
Scholarship Applications Now Available
in Student Organization Offices (CC128) between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Requirements:
• Must have a GPA of 2.0 or better
• Must be a full-time -~1udent (12 credit hours or more)
• Must have accumulated 29 credit hours at Kean College
Selection Based on:
• Activities involved in at Kean College
• Academic Standing
• Financial Need
Applications a:re due in Student Organization by Friday, September 29, 1978 by 4:00 p.m.

'
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rhe College Center Board
in cooperation with the
Social Committee
presents the first
All College Picnic

College Center Board
Sunday Night
Movies -P resents

music by

''Fun With
Dick and Jane''

Robert Hunter
and
Kingfish

Sept. 17th at 7:30 p.m.
in the
Theater of the Performing Arts
25¢ admission ,

Friday, Sept. 29th at 12 noon
in front of the College Center

I

Free Hot Dogs and Soda

::===============================-:=========================
Thursday, September 14, 1978
9:30 a.m.- 3:30 p.m .
4:00 p.m .- 8:-00 p.m.
6:00 p.m .- 8 p.m.

9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

-

Friday, September 15, 1978
9:30 a.m .-3:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m .-2:00 a.m.

Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
Nu .. Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
Hotline Training
Third World Movement Meeting

Alumni Lge
Grill Room

Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book S~le
Omega Psi Phi Disco

SA131
Grill Room

Hockey Conference Meeting
Elite Society Disco

Alumni Lge
Grill Rm

Mass
CCB Film: "Fun With Dick & Jane" 25¢ admission

Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre

SA131
SA131

Saturday, September 16, 1978
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

September 17, 1978
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Monday, September 18, 1978
9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
SA131
Student Activities Jazz Series Presents:
Wilkins Theatre
Cecil Taylor Unit. Free tickets required in advance
Omega Psi Phi
Browsing Rm

Tuesday, September 19, 1978
9:30 a.m.- 3:30 'p.m.
10:30 a.m.
1 :40 p .m.- 2:55 p.m.
JI

JI

JI
JI

"
4:00 p.m .- 8:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.n;i.
JI

JI

•

1

,

8:00-10 :00 p.m.
1 :30 & 8:00 p.m.

Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
Student Activities Coffeehour
Political Science Club
IFSC
Latin Fraternity
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Education Curriculum Committee
Jewish Student Union
Circle K Club
Chem-Physics Club
Association for Computing Machinery

FASA

/

Council for Exceptional Children
-•
International Student Association
Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
Hotline Training
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Sigma Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Tneta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Council for Exceptional Children
Nu Delta Pi
Co-Curricular Program Board Presents:
Betty N$1s "Spirit Weaving" Free

SA131
Hutch. Lby

J139
W207

W'l.00
J101
H122

W300
J143
C218
CSW111
VE112
CSN104
J102
SAH1
Alumni Lge

W209
W4028-:
W413
J136
J142
J143
• , •,:
J144
B203A
B224B
T212
VE207
VE211
VE311
T210
Mtg Rm A
Little Theatre

Wednesday, September 20, 1978
9:30
12:00
3:00
7:00
7:30

a.m.- 3:30 P·"Q.·
noon
& 8:00 p.m.
p .m.-10:00 p .m.
p.m.- 9:00 p.m.

Nu Sigma Phi - Used Book Sale
Woman Talk
SI A Film : " Lord of the Flies" Free
Visual. Communication Seminar
CIAO Meeting

SA131
Mtg fl,.. '
I '
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New Director of lntramurals Appointed
Steve Cohen has recently been
appointed as Director of Intramural-Recreational Sports at
Kean College . Cohen graduated
from Brooklyn College in 1975
wi th a B.S. degree in Physica l
Edu cation . He then attended t he
University of Kentucky o n a
grad uate assistants hip in Ca mpus
Recreation. There he recei ved a
M .S. degree in Recreation and
Park Adm in istration . He served
as Dir ector of Intramural Sports
at Nassau Community College
last year.
Cohen has two people assisting him th is year wi t h th e
operation o f the program . They
are Janet Pacio and Robert
Neu mann, and Cohen feels confid ent that t hey will both do
outstanding j obs during the
course of the school year .
Cohen is planning an active Int ramu ral-Recreati o nal
Sports
Progra m t h is year. As Director,
he is respo nsi ble for Intramu ra l
Spo rts, Clubs Spo rts, and the
Open
Recreation
Program.
Al on g w ith the more trad iti onal
intram u ral sports th at have been
condu cted at Kean College,
Cohen has sched u led Th reePlayer Basketball, Turkey Trot ,
and a Basketball Freethrow for
the fall semester.

A Intramural Sports Calendar
for the fall semester is published
below, and the complete calendar can also be obtained in the
Intramural-Recreational Sports
O ffice (D 'An gola Gym-Room D114) . Those ind ivid uals wishing
to participate in team sp orts, but
are not acquai nted wit h enough
peop le o n campus to orga n ize a
team are encouraged to sig n up
as individuals in th e Intramural
Office. Steve indicates tha t he
and his sta ff will place these indivi duals on team s so that the y can
participate in the activity.
Cohen has initiated an aggressive media campaign to recruit
students to participate in the
program. As he says , " There is no
limit to the amount of people an
intramural sports program can
accom modate. Whe n I was at the
University of Ke ntucky we had
550 Intramural Flag football
Teams. " Cohen is well aware of
t he p rob lems o f t he program in
t he past an d ho pes to i nitiate
steps in order to b uild an d expand h is program . He h opes to
encourage Fraterni t ies and o t her
campus groups to participate in
the prog ram as o pposed to their
conducting recreational activities on their own .
Cohen 's Department is re-

INl RAM U RA L SPORTS CALENDAR
M EN AND WOM EN
FALL 1978
Spo rt
Entry Deadline •
Org. Mtg.••
Tenn is Si ng les
Sept. 15
Sept. 19
flag ~ootball
Sept. 22
Sept. 26
I hree-l'l ayer Has ketba ll
O ct . 20
O ct. 24 ,
Voll ey ball
Nov . 3
N ov. 7
furk ey I ru t
Nov. 17
N ov. 21
Ba sketball ~ree throw
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Sign up lo r th e above acti vi ti es in the Intramural Sports O ft ice as an
Individ ual !'la yer, o r p ickup a roster to r a 1 ea rn ~ntry.
*-All entries due by 12: 00 n o on on. th e date indicated .
• • All ind ividua ls o r team capta i ns must att end th ese meetings.
Or gani zd llonal meetings will tak e p lace during Co ll ege Hour (l uesda y
1 :40-2: 55) ,n Koom l) . 125 , D 'Angola Gymnasium .
INlKAMUHAL SPORTS OFFICE - D - 114
D 'AN<.;OLA GYMNASIUM - 517-2129

sponsible for the scheduling and
supervision of all recreational facilities on campu s. The program
has already initiated a
Faculty/ Staff swim on Monday,
Wednesdays , and Fr idays (12:151 :30 P.M .), swim time for Sen ior
Cit izens affiliated wit h the
Whiteman Center, as w ell as
oth er recreatio nal p rograms .
On Wednesday past, he held a
ver y successful Organizat ional
Meeting for students interested
in working for the program .
These students w ill be serving in
many capa cities in o rder to ensure what Cohen hopes to be a
smooth running and efficient
program . It is his intention to
tighte n u p the security and
supervision of all recreational
fa cilities. Proper identification
will have to be presented to his
supervisors in order to gai n entra nce into t he facility.
H e has ·a n exte n sive
backgro und in sports o fficiati ng
and ind icates that he w ill be trying to up-grade t hat as pect of his
program . " Last yea r," Cohen
says, " H ig h School O ffici als were
used to officiate Intramural Flag
Football Games ." He indicates
that he will rely totally on
students as officials and stresses
that he will train and evaluate
any students interested in working in this capacity for him .
The Dep ar t m ent o f I n tra m u ral-Recreational Sports is a
sepa rate ent ity fro m bot h t he
Physical Educat ion Department
and the Departmen t o f At hletics. Since all three have to use
t he same faci ilities, Cohen
stresses t hat Recreat ional hours
for faci lity use w ill have to be adjusted on a pe ri odic bas is in
order to ~ccommodate all th ree
programs .
He adds, " I am looking
forward to a successful rebuilding year for the IntramuralRecreational Sports Program . I
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Director of Intramural Recreational Sports Steve Cohen Plans an active program for the school year.
encourage all phases of the Kean
Col lege community to participate in some aspect of our
program. "
Intram ural-Recreati onal Sports Handbooks, and
other in fo rmation abo ut the
program can b e p ic ked up in t he
office o f the Departmen t o f In-

tramural-Recreational
Sports
(D' Angola Gym-Room D-114). " I
look forward to meeting many
new people during the course of
the schoo l year," he said, " and I
hope they w ill have enjo yable
experiences through t he activities run by our p rogram ."

SWIMMING POOL HOURS
Mon .
12:15-1 :30* - 5:00-9 :00 p.m .
Tues.
5:00-9:00 p. m .
Wed .
12:15-1 :30* - 8:00-10: 00 p.m .
Thurs .
5:00-9: 00 p.m .
Fri.
12:15°1 :30* - 5:00-9 :00 p.m .
Sa t.
11 :00 a.m .-4 :00 p .m.
Sun .
11 :00 a.ril .-4 :00 p.m .
• ~acuity / Stall Sw im (a lso o pen to stude nts)

HOMECOMING QUEEN CONTEST
REQUIREMENTS
Open to all Kean College Students (full time). You may sponsor yourself or have a sponsoring organization.
APPLICATIONS
May be picked up starting 9 / 14/ 78 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Student Org. office. Deadline:
9/ 22/ 78 at 3 p.m.
JUDGING
First judging: 9 / 25 / 78 at 6 p.m. in Student Org. office. Final judging: 9 / 27 / 78 at 6 p.m. in
Student Org. office.
PHOTOS
Pictures of the five finalists will be in the Independent on 9 / 26/ 78. All finalists will be notified
as to when their picture is to be taken.
✓
GAME DAY
9/ 30/ 78 - The five finalists will be present. At half-time the winners will be announced.
PRIMARY CONCERNS
4. Grades
I. School Activities
5. Awards and Honors
2. Community Activities
-,
3. Personal Appearance

j

